Effective clinical practices for improved FNA biopsy cell block outcomes.
Cell blocks are critically important in fine-needle aspiration (FNA) biopsies and the increasing requirements for personalized medicine testing further highlight their value. When a cell block is inadequate, it can necessitate additional procedures. The objective of the current study was to measure the impact and outcome of dedicated aspirate pass techniques and slide cellularity on cell block quality. Over a 6-month period, all FNA biopsy cases with cell blocks were identified. Procedural data including the number of dedicated aspirate passes were recorded. Individual cases were retrospectively reviewed and scored for multiple endpoints, including aspirate smear cellularity and cell block quality. A total of 605 FNA biopsy and cell block cases were identified. The cell block quality score demonstrated a progressive improvement with an increasing number of dedicated biopsies. The performance of a single dedicated biopsy demonstrated a higher percentage of intermediate to high cell block quality scores in comparison with none (+12.1%; P = .0142). The performance of 3 dedicated biopsies demonstrated a higher percentage of intermediate to high cell block quality scores in comparison with a single pass (+13.5%; P = .0138). An intermediate-quality to high-quality terminal aspirate smear was more likely to have a high cell block quality score (+31.6%; P = .0001). Performing at least 1 dedicated FNA biopsy pass was found to improve cell block quality and multiple dedicated biopsies resulted in nearly one-half having a higher quality score. A high-cellularity terminal FNA biopsy smear contributed significantly to obtaining a high-quality cell block. Performing dedicated FNA biopsies and the use of high-quality aspirate smears are effective clinical practices for improving cell block outcomes.